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Fashion and Accessories:
The show must go on!

Fashion's relationship to time is what gives it such a
special place in the Luxury Industry.
"What Virgil is making, I want it now! When I buy a trunk... I want it to have been designed
50 years ago". Fashion's relationship to time is what gives it such a special place in the
Luxury Industry.
It is an ambivalent, borderline schizophrenic relationship, one that transcends the nationality
and profile of the customer. Many of us will experience this tension on a daily basis.
It is also a particularly close relationship that Fashion brands have with a particular time in
history. Gender equality, inclusivity, minimalism, gender fluidity… Instigators or sounding
boards for new values and world views, the greatest contemporary designers have helped to
define their era through their talent and words.
The current era, bedeviled by the health crisis and facing challenges in terms of sustainability,
is questioning Fashion’s relationship to time. The frequency of new collections, the proportion
of timeless products in the collections… there has already been much said by designers on

this subject. Are we heading towards slower Fashion? This is far from certain. We will examine
this question in the first part of this look at Fashion and Accessories.
At a time when the performance of clienteling processes and digital capabilities
(communication and distribution) have been crucial to weathering the storm of lockdown,
what is the real challenge in relation to local customers for the Fashion industry? How can
turnover per square meter be safeguarded given the current circumstances? The question is a
crucial one in Asia but is much more difficult to grasp in Europe.
Everything mentioned above has consequences for Business Models and the financial balance
of the sector.
Lastly, another feature highly specific to the Fashion industry lies in the considerable extent
to which brands are the personification of their artistic directors. The crisis is exacerbating the
fragility of small Maisons, the nurturers of talent. We will finish this in-depth look by examining
the consequences for the ecosystem.
Before looking at these challenges in detail, we should first remind ourselves of the different
realities facing Maisons in terms of the distribution of business between Fashion and
Accessories. A few examples give a sufficient picture:
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* Note: The good performance of Hermès in Ready-To-Wear is explained by the consolidation,
in the graph above, of the Fashion and Textiles activities and therefore of the emblematic Carrés
business.

As well as general suppliers, there are numerous specialists:
– Accessory experts, without any Ready-To-Wear – such as Shoes.
– Fashion Maisons, anchored in Ready-To-Wear and with an Accessory range that is
too limited to be significant: Lanvin and Balmain have never succeeded in gaining a
foothold beyond their original business.
However, in terms of their diversity, these brands have something in common: the urgent
need for strong, vibrant design which is constantly being rethought and which alone enables
it to rekindle customer interest and to remain in the spotlight. A specific feature which brings
its own challenges…

5.1 Towards slower Fashion? This is far from certain
5.1.1

The sheer frequency of new collections is being questioned

"We are all having to revise our timetables. I hope that a dialogue is going to open up so that we
can rethink Fashion’s seasonality and find new ways of doing things".
This comment by Alessandro Michele, Artistic Director at Gucci, perfectly orchestrated
before an audience of assembled journalists, has been added, as a type of watershed, to
the various attitudes expressed by numerous Maisons (Armani, Saint Laurent, Dries Van
Noten, etc.). Artistic Directors and Presidents are each questioning in their own way the
"frenetic nature" of seasonal collections, a model on which the industry has based its
development over the last fifteen years. These attitudes all reflect the deep realities specific
to each brand.
We first need to reconnect to an era full of unknowns. Fashion is expected to reflect or even shape
the values of its time.
How, in the current context, can we assess the extent of the move towards sustainable
consumption mentioned in the first section of our study? How can the expectations of a
joyous and creative vision be met if it is the response to the crisis that the Artistic Director
wishes to portray? It takes time to adjust a creative vision and to be able to reach out to the
audiences of a brand.
Added to that is the reality of manufacturing: while the S/S 2020 stocks may be as hard for
the brands to shift as chewing gum from your shoe and their fate still an issue, the
resumption of production and the new geographies of the situation pose significant
operational challenges.
There are stocks of the spring-summer collection to be sold which have been impacted by
the last five months of the health crisis and neither the rebound (where it took place) neither
discounts has managed to sell out. There is also, according to information provided to us by
Chinese retailers, severe strain over iconic items from Maisons such as Louis Vuitton or Chanel.

These Maisons have already largely optimized their forecast and supply chain models. But
the closure of production sites and the complexity of organizing international transportation
as the aviation industry is flatlining have caused these well-oiled machines to seize up,
leading to situations where certain items are in very short supply. All of this is against a
backdrop of the gradual resumption of the activities of workshops governed by sanitary
measures which will limit their production capacity by more than 50% over the next few
months. It is not easy, given the circumstances, to flood the market with attractive new
products.
Will the frenzy return once this situation has normalized again in a few months?

5.1.2

A move towards halving the number of Fashion Weeks?

The movement which has already started is certainly going to result in the cancellation of
half of the Fashion Weeks across numerous calendars with arrangements still up in the air.
Brands for which designers offer both Men’s and Women’s ranges will perhaps be tempted
to merge fashion shows.
The general feeling is that Fashion brands are going to embrace a slower pace. However,
although the concept is appealing, it is probably too early to be sure.
The unique, long-standing relationship to time which some wish Fashion to strive for will
perhaps be the preserve of the largest Maisons, and even then, only those that are anchored
more in Luxury than in Fashion. With the abundance of the 6 Chanel collections, customers
know that, whatever happens, an item of Chanel clothing is timeless and will always be apt
and stylish. Treating yourself to a Kelly means treating yourself to a moment in history which
is always current in its boundless creative variation and the themes renewed each year by
Hermès.
That is why we believe the mechanism that Luxury Maisons use to make Fashion products
in order to modernize their Luxury products does not seem to be under threat in the current
climate. This, while ultimately ensuring that the Luxury customer component is placed above
the Fashion customer component. A challenge that has to be met to ensure the stability
and sustainability of the business!

Cash is reality, and the Fashion model eats up
a lot of cash.
Let’s put it another way. As we saw in the introduction, at Gucci, Ready-To-Wear accounted
for 13% of turnover in 2019 (source: Kering 2019 Annual Report). Ready-To-Wear
undeniably feeds the rest in terms of image, positioning and currentness. The business
stakes of this activity alone are therefore disconnected from the global stakes for the brand.

I am slowing down – but how should I do it? I am adjusting the collections presented as far as
I can to the marketing season – but how should I do this? This potentially attractive prospect
would involve either missing a season or merging two seasons into one. That is difficult to
imagine for Maisons, Department Stores and suppliers.
There is still a third way: reducing the size of collections. Certainly the case for Burberry,
which has just presented 59 looks, almost half of the previous collection.

5.1.3

Is tradition the new Fashion?

There is talk here and there "of the end of streetwear and the big comeback of tailoring". People
growing tired of a style that is too casual? A return – particularly for men – to the strictness
of a shape and the cut? A step back to elegance? A return of classicism? The recovery is
sending out the first signals of a muffled struggle between safe bets and creative fantasies.
A (significant) proportion of our conversations with various French and Anglo- Saxon
managers of Luxury or Affordable Luxury brands have revealed an increase in the
preponderance of iconic items and timeless references in collection structures – making this
challenge particularly important for affordable luxury, which generally suffer from a lack of
icon.

The consequence of the shift will undoubtedly be a
possible rebalancing of the mix in China towards less
divisive products.
The first signs are coming from China: one leading brand told us that the post-Covid-19 mix,
especially for the youngest customers, had moved considerably towards items that were
the most emblematic of the brand in terms of their most traditional and classic, and most
authentic, expression. To the extent that the Artistic Director, still wanting to give a creative
boost to his brand, has delved into the archives to rethink his future collections.
Is this the sign of a profound change or a simple consequence of the relocation to the Chinese
market of a number of purchases which were supposed to be made during trips or in Travel
Retail? Purchases that are traditionally more prudent, by a group of Chinese customers who
are more conservative or less mature and therefore less open to risk-taking. The
consequence will undoubtedly be a possible rebalancing of the mix in China towards less
divisive products.
Desire for safe bets without doubt ultimately because Luxury is reassuring. Accessories are a
business in which every Maison dreams of having that iconic item, the it-bag which lasts
and which will carry the business for one or more decades, reinventing itself just enough to
keep pace with the seasons. We anticipate that the significance of icons is likely to increase,

at least in the short term - making the situation more complex for brands that do not yet have
any.
But safe bets do not mean stagnation.

5.1.4

... But novelty will remain the essence of Fashion!

Like music, Fashion has a duty to reflect its era as accurately as possible. Fashion has no
choice but to remain permanently in its time. Balenciaga cannot stop creating and innovating
– even when Fashion Weeks are limited and where there is greater demand for timeless
products.
So, even though customers’ attachment to iconic designs may be a consequence of postCovid-19 insecurity, and even though numerous brands are following the example set by
Saint Laurent by carrying over more permanent features in their collections, in essence, the
importance of novelty is going to persist - has to persist - whatever the category and level of
exclusivity of the brand.

Fashion has no choice but to remain permanently
in its time.
Some Maisons are preparing radiant and flamboyant ranges with an inventiveness and
expertise that only the designers and staff of the couture industry know how to offer the
world: "image" products, dream products desired by everyone but accessible only to a
limited number of fortunate customers. As early as June, Olivier Rousteing was teasing a
colorful collection. The bright blues and oranges of Burberry's 2021 collection follow in the
footsteps of a freshness more necessary than ever.
The fashion weeks of September were the testament of these major orientations: While
London and Milan didn't really make an impression (except for Burberry and Valentino),
Paris was hailed for its creativity - from Kenzo's poetry to Isabel Marant's explosion, from
Saint Laurent's extraordinary journey to AMI's immersive experience: whatever the format,
the energy was there, and fashion was celebrated.
There is a sector which flirts with Luxury and risks appearing passive: that of Affordable
Luxury. It is to be found in the wardrobe of almost every Fashion and Luxury customer who
is fond of mixing and matching. In this tension between the need for safe bets and creative
shoots, the path taken may be difficult if you have neither codes nor icons on the one hand,
nor any emblematic Artistic Director on the other, nor some valued “made in”. These brands
sometimes try to rely on the history of their designer, but the path is tortuous. According to
our interviews, the “contemporary” market is likely to suffer and experience an undoubtedly

lasting drop of about 50%. It is surely no coincidence that the press is already running
headlines about Versace’s vital importance to the future of Capri Holdings.

Instagram posts by Olivier Rousteing, Artistic Director of the Maison Balmain

5.2 Back to Business
… And back to basics! In this respect, the obsession with ensuring a decent turnover per
square meter per year (that is to say a turnover of more than 20,000 €/㎡/year) is acting
more than ever as a compass. But how can this be done in this very specific context?

Solid results did not necessarily lead brands to explore
all possible areas of improvement.
We are convinced that, in the climate of strong growth over the last few years, at least part
of the business was "easy", and that the solid results achieved by most Fashion and Accessories
players in the Luxury Industry did not necessarily lead brands to explore all possible areas of
improvement. The time has come to ensure that the fundamentals are in place.

5.2.1

It’s time for improvement

A Reuters article dated May 11th, 2020 recounted the following story: the Hermès Faubourg
Saint Honoré store had only just reopened, but with customer numbers well down on the

great days of the past, one customer complained about still having to make an appointment
to buy a Kelly whilst a Nigerian model told Reuters: "They always make things difficult at
Hermès".
Hermès undoubtedly has its reasons, but customer perception is all important.

//// Open season on "pain points" more than ever
In a fraught situation, eliminating "pain points" as customers move through the store is the
primary objective.
Be this in China with its regained footfall, in order to ease the flow through the store and
handle as many customers as possible with the best customer experience, or in Europe
with its lower footfall, in order to maximize the conversion rate of the rare visitors, it is now,
more than ever, time to ensure that interactions are effective at each point of contact with
the customer.

In a fraught situation, eliminating "pain points" as
customers move through the store is the
primary objective.
This is not a simple exercise: even if Hermès is not the best example, there are undoubtedly
many areas for improvement in every Maison. Inspiring, effective, if possible, identity-based,
these interactions have to be carefully orchestrated so as to be individually powerful and
collectively harmonious.

//// An extraordinary team? A well-trained team!
"Put your work 100 times upon the anvil" could be the motto of Luxury Retail. The strength
of the Luxury Industry is its ability to put a seller in front of nearly every customer.
Sellers therefore have an enormous responsibility. They have to bear the experiential
signature of the Maison, be fully acquainted with the products, understand the customer,
offer the selection which will maximize the size of the basket and finally make the sale.

The small size of the teams offers an ideal opportunity to
train them.
This very particular combination of soft skills and hard skills is not innate: it is learned, it is
worked on, it challenges you, it defines you…

In countries where traffic has fallen, the small size of the teams offers an ideal opportunity
to train them.
Training is developing and standard toolkits are now being replaced with "transformation
learning" which uses original tools to not only upskill staff, but also enact a change in terms
of their state of mind and soft skills.
Whether permanently mobilizing a team, transforming store managers into true managers
of all facets of their trade, from controlling KPIs ("Key Performance Indicators") to recruiting
the best talent, or expressing the Maison’s personality in every exchange, it is vital to rely
on this tool which is more useful than ever.

//// An efficient store
There is one final aspect of the customer experience which is not always given enough
attention: when it comes to "improving the journey through the store", I want zoning.
Zoning is a key element of the experience: it defines the time at which the customer
encounters such and such a category and with what intensity as he passes through the
store.
And it is an obvious fact: turnover per square meter is improved if you carefully analyze turnover
and area!
Consequently, ensuring that each category is accorded its right place in the store depending
on its contribution to the business of course, but also to the experience, is more complicated
than it appears.

Ensuring that each category is accorded its right place in
the store.
Measuring the surface area allocated to a category is a task in itself given the numerous
categories, cross-merchandising and more or less mixed furnishings. But it is not impossible,
far from it.
Once this exercise has been carried out on a meaningful network scale, comparative analyses of
surface areas per category and of the turnover, traffic, conversion rate and average size of basket
make it possible to identify best practices and to seek the right distribution of space for each
point of sale. This means you can ultimately rethink, in more or less marginal terms, how
products are organized in the store space. For one of our customers, we even modelled the
cross-selling objectives before finally deciding to bring two categories together in all of the
flagship stores.

This analytical approach ultimately ensures that each square meter is useful and makes the
best possible contribution to the overall effectiveness and quality of any visit to the store.

//// Reinvented roles in store

The transformation of front- and back-office jobs
and the need to rethink positions.
It is heard over and over again: the decline in traffic is proving to be an accelerator of
changes that were already under way.
These changes are linked to customer behavior (experiential expectations, digitization of the
relationship upstream and downstream of the act of purchase, etc.) which is shifting the role
of the point of sale towards that of a platform that is fully integrated with digital communication
channels and e-commerce relating to the brand: a place where you carry out the transaction
entered into with the seller upstream (via WhatsApp, etc.), for product collection (following
a purchase on the website), for services (after-sales service), discovery of the new collection
and of the brand… the field is vast.
The transformation of front- and back-office jobs, the need to rethink positions in terms of digital
in particular (remote sales), and seller missions in terms of clienteling both in store and
outside the store are an illustration of the questions which were being raised before the
Covid-19 crisis and are now absolute priorities. We will also discuss how jobs in retail are
changing in the section dedicated to organizations which is to be published at the end of
June.

//// Restructured networks
As far as the distribution network is concerned, the range offered in Europe is bound to be
excessive if we are relying on a return of Chinese customers in 2022. This is especially true
for tourist destinations, and hence for the major cities. The closure of a few flagship stores is
already on the agenda for certain brands.
There is potential for growth in local clientèle. The finer details still need to be ironed out to
get the best out of the network of points of sale dedicated to it in secondary cities (Hamburg,
Turin, Stockholm, etc.) which are generally less touristy and are therefore essential in
securing local customers.
Only a detailed analysis of these factors will enable each brand to establish the bases for
restructuring its distribution network in Europe: a change in the raison d’être of flagships,
location of points of sale by size, concepts for different store sizes, impact on experience concepts
and supply models and adaptation of the staffing and profile of teams.

On the other hand, as we have already mentioned, in China it is quite the opposite:
identifying the right cities, the best real estate projects, the best network, is THE challenge.
With increases in the network of stores sometimes up to +50% in 2 years, including for
some Mega Brands, it is clear that access to Capex will be a strategic issue. The largely
cash positive groups will obviously be the big winners.
In the United States, a market that is already essentially local, on the other hand, it does not
seem that either of these 2 extremes is coming: even if some brands continue to develop
and others to suffer: however, this was already the case before.
As far as the Wholesale network is concerned, it is recognized that partners who have not
reached a digital turning point are destined to disappear.

//// And what of the price in all this?
In May, Chanel declared that it was increasing the prices of some of its products around the
world (iconic '11.12' and '2.55' handbags, and 'Boy', 'Gabrielle' and 'Chanel 19' bags,
amongst others). Simultaneously, in South Korea, Louis Vuitton, Tiffany & Co. and Bulgari
also increased their prices by between 5 and 10% on limited editions.

China: not lowering prices in the Middle Kingdom but
increasing them throughout.
The world of Fashion has been circumspect. In the very particular context of musthave and
highly desirable brands (one of the main challenges often being to ensure that their most
iconic products are sold to the "best", most loyal, most famous and most widely recognized
customers), these decisions are common sense.
The reasons given (tension over production costs or logistics) are, according to a very
important Chinese retailer, viewed in light of a strategy of alignment of prices with China:
not lowering prices in the Middle Kingdom, but increasing them throughout. According to
this retailer, the increase was less dramatic in China than elsewhere.
Other than in these isolated cases, the fact remains that the subject of price management is
going to raise sensitive questions of balance given the ambivalence of the central and regional
situations of each of the brands.
The decline in traffic in Europe coupled with a regionalization of prices is going to threaten
a resurgence in the "grey" market. Sales figures recorded recently at certain points of sale in
Paris by major Maisons are perhaps already the first weak signs of this: more positive figures
than forecast, with "personal shoppers" from Asia - clearly Daigous - and non-resident
customers being highly represented. And brands, for once, might be tempted to leave things as

they are (at least unofficially) in order to preserve at least some business in Europe, and therefore
teams, stores and the partial amortization of past investment. In the face of the above, Asian
retailers and subsidiaries are going to be particularly vigilant over the next few months in an
attempt to limit any flooding of their territory with products bought in Europe and the US
and then sold clandestinely.
These tools are universal and warrant attention to make a necessary rationalization happen.
Fashion remains a supply-based market. Customer conversion is performed through seduction and
inspiration. A logical rigorous approach should not hinder the necessary magical dimension
for the Industry to prosper. Therefore, the current situation should not prevent the Luxury
Industry from keeping on inspiring clients, especially to attract such complex Western clients
in store again.

5.2.2

Carry on inspiring!

“Chasing the local European clientele will mean a lot of
money for probably little return on investment”.
“Chasing the local European clientèle will mean a lot of money for probably little return on
investment”. This is more or less how one manager of an Anglo-Saxon brand sums up the
situation as far as local clientèle is concerned. This understates the skepticism that prevails
on numerous boards of directors.
The reduction in the flow of tourists and the location of Chinese purchases in China suggest a
structural shortfall of approximately 30% to 40% in the European region. Could local European
clientèle come to the rescue of Maisons and magnificent flagships that have in some case
lost more than 70% of their tourist clientèle in the main European cities? There are strong
indications that it could not.
The problem raised is not so much that of the purchasing power of Europeans. Local
European customers have enough purchasing power to be occasional or even regular
buyers of Luxury products.
The main barrier is the culture of consumption. Travel, second homes, the attention given
worldwide to ways of living, all of this means that only a small proportion of the budget
remains for regular purchases of Luxury clothing and accessories. Even at Bon Marché or
Harrods, local customers only occasionally buy Ready-To- Wear.
The culture of consumption of Luxury products is perhaps a battle that is already lost for
some Fashion brands. As far as rescuing the profit and loss account for 2021 is concerned,
one thing is certain… it is completely beside the point! Only time will tell where this trend is
leading.

But to go from there to saying that the die is cast… not all appears to be lost. We believe
there are four possible ways of reconnecting with this disenchanted clientèle.

//// Customers want experiential Luxury? So let's give them experiential Luxury!

Journeys (...) where culture, expertise, sensory
immersion and a celebration of the Maison are subtly
intertwined.
Is it by chance that Maisons have entered new territory in Japan more than anywhere else,
when the country boasts one of the most mature markets around? A Louis Vuitton
restaurant in Osaka, a Café Dior in Tokyo… so many new propositions for a sophisticated
clientèle to whom the brand can be related differently, thousands of miles away from the
birthplace of the Maison concerned.
So in Europe, this ability to create new sources of revenue should be all the greater and no
doubt multiplied by monetizing the experiences around such a rich heritage. From the Prada
foundation to the Louis Vuitton foundation, from Bulgari hotels to the Gucci Garden, there
are numerous possible avenues. They can be enriched further if visits to factories or
workshops of legend are included in journeys through a store that have become profitable
where culture, expertise, sensory immersion and a celebration of the Maison are subtly
intertwined.

//// Customers need meaning? So let's give them meaning!
It is not the preserve of Western customers, but it is certainly in the West and in Europe in
particular that the question is most critical, at a time when the challenge is to get customers
back into stores.
The majority of brands are already very communicative, telling people about their products,
their history, their vision of the world… this being more or less formalized on a brand platform
if they have one.
This exercise in formalizing the raison d’être, which is less widespread or complete than one might
imagine, is going to become an essential tool in clarifying the expression of the brand in the
context of a search for meaning. The subject of meaning is a complex one in the Luxury
Industry and particularly in Fashion.

This exercise in formalizing the raison d’être is less
widespread or complete than one might imagine.

Talking about Brand Purpose for a Fashion Maison essentially means addressing three
subjects:
– The question of values: those of the Luxury (expertise, heritage, etc.) and those of the
Maison (native, social and societal). There is a broad range, from the approach
adopted by Chanel, anchored in the preservation of fine craftsmanship, to the
approach adopted by Gucci, a defender of the latest causes. In any case, brands are
well armed on this subject.
– CSR ("Corporate Social Responsibility"): because no industry is attacked more
fervently than Fashion over its environmental impact. The social and societal dimension
is generally rather to the advantage of the Maisons: many jobs, which are also largely
filled by women, at least up to executive level, large profits and hence generally plenty
of tax, advocacy of inclusivity… numerous boxes are ticked.

The social and societal dimension is generally rather to
the advantage of the Maisons.
On the other hand, things are more complicated as far as the environment is
concerned. The aim of this section is certainly not to answer this very complex
question. For example, although it is essential that the best supply chains be
guaranteed, it is harder to say "more fur" or "more leather". Because even though rapid
progress has been made in the emergence of new materials… we are not there yet! Do we
need to question the opportunities offered by the leather industry to find a use for
"waste materials" from the cattle or sheep sector? The issue is complex, arouses
strong opinion and could easily have an entire book dedicated to it alone. It hardly
needs to be stressed that there must be a pragmatic way that avoids being overly selfrighteous.
– New sources of business? How can we ignore the "second hand" or "preowned" market?
Already embryonic in Watchmaking and Jewelry, and essentially relating to
exceptional historic items or best sellers, this new market offers numerous benefits to
Maisons:
/ Internalizing a market which already exists and even constitutes a Business Model
for pure players.
/ Authenticating and repairing objects, then selling them - in line with Jean-Louis Dumas’
"Luxury is something that can be repaired".
/ Creating traffic in store around a message that has a meaning, and potentially
attracting new customers.

/ Forming new ties with customers, close ties over the history of the products that they
bring in, aspirational ties over those they might buy.
/ Affirming their difference because it is rare for a Maison to have the history and the
strength to do so – or at least it is very difficult as soon as it leaves the Luxury
segment.

The brand that becomes champion of the "second-hand"
market will have a major advantage.
There is no doubt that the brand that becomes champion of the "second-hand" market in
the Fashion and Accessories sector by creating a profitable Business Model around an
inspiring vision will have a major advantage.

//// Customers want something else? Then let's give them something else!
With floorspace hardly at a premium, brands have not been slow to extend the range of products
on offer: lipstick at Hermès, perfume at Louis Vuitton, interior design at Gucci… all of these
diversification strategies are primarily aimed at increasing turnover and improving
performance all over the world.

Diversification strategies deserve the greatest attention,
or the brand will be diluted.
Although Hermès, Louis Vuitton and Gucci in particular are exploring a multi-category strategy of
permanent reinvention globally, it is perhaps especially relevant in the West where, more than
anywhere else, customers need to be given new reasons to come into stores.
We will address the subject of diversification strategies in the section on Wines and Spirits,
and hence the extent to which it is an exercise that deserves the greatest attention, or the
brand will be diluted. However, for those with the right resources, it offers undeniable
potential.

//// Customers want products for men? So let's give them products for men!

Men's Fashion is a category that represents a significant
growth potential.

We do not have any precise figures for this - other than the excellent performance of the
category in China - but several people we spoke to, people at the head of major Fashion Maisons,
told us that products for Men were without doubt another pocket of growth to explore,
including in the West.
At a time when the large majority of Maisons have switched to streetwear accessories
formerly the reserve of sporty types and rap fans (trainers already account for over 40% of
sales of Men’s shoes at Hermès and Louis Vuitton, 70% at Pierre Hardy and Gucci and a
VERY significant proportion of the total turnover at Balenciaga), the potential for growth in
products for Men has not abated while price does not seem to be a barrier – and ranges are
still far from being as abundant as for Women’s products.
It is also worth highlighting the success of AMI, undoubtedly one of the best stories of the
last 10 years for an independent designer brand that has focused on this category and found
space to establish its products.

//// Customers want digital? So let's give them digital!
We have already broadly discussed the subject of digital. Essential in the back office to
safeguard all processes allowing "the right product to be in the right place at the right time",
it affects the Fashion and Accessories sector in two complementary ways:
– In-store digital tools, from Live Streaming to experience tools: We have already talked
about Live Streaming and the Icicle experience. It is difficult to transpose into the Luxury
Industry, but it is nevertheless inspiring in its ability to incorporate digital into physical
applications and vice versa.
In the same vein, Gucci is launching Gucci Live in its store located at the brand
headquarters in Milan, which allows interactive exchanges between customers and
sellers.

This digital integration has demonstrated an ability to
increase sales and understand (...) the tastes and
expectations of customers.

Gucci Live

Back in January 2020, Chanel launched its first augmented reality booths in partnership
with Farfetch in its store at 19 rue Cambon in Paris. An initiative which relies on cuttingedge technology and allows customers to begin their experience before visiting the
store and thus to increase the ability of in-store Fashion Advisors to help them.
These few examples illustrate how digital is currently being integrated into the physical
point of sale. This integration has demonstrated an ability, in the Beauty industry in
particular, if not to increase sales, then at least to understand exponentially the tastes
and expectations of customers. By analyzing make-up looks, it is possible to identify
trends and optimize product ranges. There is no doubt that the same applies to
Fashion … but this requires the emergence of a digital culture, a culture of data, a
matter of organization which we will look at in Chapter 8 of the study.
And these changes come at a cost – especially when they have to align new uses
with the standards of perfection in the Luxury Industry. Test & Learn is not part of the
culture of Maisons… depending on the goals, the capital invested can be significant,
and only those brands with sufficient financial resources will stay the course.

Chanel’s AR cabin

– Communication and storytelling:
In addition to the above, beyond the product, it is expected that the vast majority of
brands will reinforce the strength of their narrative. There will probably not be as many
variations of bags, but brands will have to strengthen still further their storytelling and
the creation of communication content giving it more substance, more meaning.
More than ever, the strength of this narrative is going to prove to be the defining element
which will need to be carried consistently across all points of digital and physical
contact with the customer… a major challenge for communication, digital and retail
teams. Many brands are currently recruiting… digital designers, copywriters. These jobs
are immune from the crisis!

Preserving creative ecosystems, a particular feature of the
countries where Fashion is most prevalent, is something to
be vigilant about.
The amount of time spent on communication is going to increase. In the last section of our
study which is to be published on June 30th, we will examine in more detail the
transformation of jobs in communication.

Conclusion
Fashion is movement, life, a precious energy which needs to be protected at all costs.
Meeting environmental demands is a challenge, but the future of such a precious form of
creativity is just as important.
Part of the strength of the Fashion and Accessories industries in France and Italy is the unique
richness of the ecosystem surrounding them. Schools, young designers, artisans, Métiers d'Art,
workshops, factories, studios, trend agencies, event management agencies, organizers of
fashion shows, distributors, all of the freelance talent that passes from one Maison to
another… it is this profusion of jobs, with them all available and close by, that creates an
extremely high barrier to entry. It is no coincidence that Chinese players wishing to enter the
Luxury Industry come to Europe to harness this ecosystem (Icicle or Giada being perfect
examples).
The current crisis could threaten whole sections of this precious and fragile house of cards,
particularly design.
So, it is a fair question: Does the crisis signal the end of young designers? When we see the
impact of the crisis on established Maisons who have ample resources, how can we not
worry for all of the small private Maisons, a vital breeding ground for the emergence of new
talent but backed into a corner through a lack of cash and distributors on the brink? The
unstoppable mechanism for identifying and developing talent is being damaged.
The press is in bad shape if we are to believe the monumental fall in the advertising earnings
of Fashion magazines in Q2 and Q3 of 2020 – there will be casualties in this sector. However,
Fashion editors have always played an essential role in identifying and even sponsoring
talent.
Multibrands are suffering terribly. Department Stores that have not made the switch to digital are
the worst off and only those points of sale that know how to offer inspiring experiences will
survive. But what opportunities are there for young designers and their small brands? Small
Maisons are now facing intractable financial and logistical difficulties if they do not have a
manager in their ranks and substantial funds in the bank.

Identifying and selecting the future designers of established brands does not happen on its
own and is heavily dependent on a rigorous process of managing the talent pipeline. Preserving
ecosystems, a particular feature of the countries where Fashion is most prevalent, is
certainly something that we all need to be vigilant about.
In our publication on July 9th, we will look again in more detail at the fundamental challenge
facing creative ecosystems for the future of Luxury brands.

6/
Travel Retail:
from the sixth continent to Atlantis?

6.1 A crash of unprecedented violence and contrasting prospects of
recovery
6.1.1

The bloodiest victim of the current crisis

This channel is and will undoubtedly be the bloodiest victim of the current crisis, the first to
have been shut down and the last to start up again.
The extensive lockdown of the planet has resulted in the closing of airports (from 290,000 to
7,000 travelers a day in April across the Paris platforms run by the ADP Groupe which has
launched a 450 million euro savings plan), airlines suffering serious difficulties (on June 4th,
Lufthansa announced that 300 of its 763 planes would remain grounded in 2021 and 200
again in 2022) and a whole series of redundancies (even at giants like British Airways), even
companies filing for bankruptcy.

This channel is and will undoubtedly be the bloodiest
victim of the current crisis.

And, as a result, a business which has literally dissolved in the short term for operators (-94%
for Dufry and -91% for Lagardère Travel Retail in April, LVMH announced a restructuring
plan at DFS to cut costs by 25%) … and for Luxury brands. There has been no mercy here: no
category has been spared.
The mid-year results are almost as lackluster, as evidenced by the severe decline in
Lagardère’s Travel Retail turnover to €947 million, a year-on-year drop of 55%, resulting in
an operating loss of €209 million.
In fact, international traffic is struggling to pick up again: according to the assessment by
the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), international tourist arrivals dwindled by 65% in the
first six months of 2020 (-93% for June alone), with a forecast of -70% for the full year. The
loss, as at the end of June, already equates to 440 million travelers and 460 billion dollars
in tourism revenue. And 93 destinations (i.e. 43% of the world’s tourist destinations) are still
keeping their borders closed after the summer.
However, the start of September brought a glimmer of hope, with a growing number of
destinations beginning to open up to international tourism by easing restrictions: 53% (vs just 22%
in mid-June), i.e. 115 destinations.

GRAPH 6-1
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But while the relaxation of health measures may have brought some relief to players in the
sector, sales are still well below usual levels.

But while the relaxation of health measures may have
brought some relief to players in the sector, sales are still
well below usual levels.
The experts are now agreed in saying it will take until 2024 for traffic and business to get back to
their 2019 levels, which will have a strong impact on Travel Retail profitability (with obvious
variations depending on product category, airport and terminal).
Here, of course, we should make a distinction between the recovery prospects for different
geographic areas:
– In China, domestic traffic this summer already reached a level of 75% vs last year. The
impact on Travel Retail sales was immediate, with Lagardère’s Travel Retail turnover
in this country rising by 34% year-on-year in the penultimate week of July. Sanya Island
was the indisputable out-and-out champion as regards appeal in terms of leisure travel and
Travel Retail sales, as we will examine in more detail below.
– The United States is also seeing domestic traffic regain momentum.
– In contrast, air traffic in Europe continued to decline in September (a year-on-year drop of
73%), as the victim of a lack of European-wide coordination and differing restrictions.

Here, of course, we should make a distinction between
the recovery prospects for different geographic areas.
6.1.2

In a context that was so full of promise

The almost complete stoppage and a slow restart is all the more brutal because, before the
pandemic, the "sixth continent" represented one of the Luxury Maisons’ main sources of revenue
and growth with more than 30% of the sales of certain Perfumes and Cosmetics brands and
rapid rates of growth as emphasized in the Statista graph below.
And the prospects were exciting: a doubling of the number of air passengers was predicted
within the next 10 years (from 3.5 billion to 7 billion), and the same for the number of tourists
(from 1.3 billion to 2.5 billion) according to IATA. Coupled with an improvement in infrastructure
and the growing importance of digital, this increase in traffic augured well for the Luxury market
in Travel Retail, a channel that had become all the more vital because it enabled to capture
Luxury newcomers– new money and the upper middle classes from emerging countries.

The stoppage is all the more brutal because the "sixth
continent" represented one of the main growth sources
in the Luxury Industry.
As a result, over the last few years, perceptions of the sector have changed among numerous
Maisons, not only thanks to the sophistication of the shopping environment at airports, but
also through the creation of areas reserved for Luxury brands at airports such as Sydney,
London Heathrow, Hong Kong and Singapore Changi.

GRAPH 6-2 WORLDWIDE TRAVEL RETAIL SALES BY CATEGORY
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And Luxury brands have invested more and more in this channel, including in terms of equity. Two
of the main players at least partly belong to large Luxury Groups: DFS for LVMH, a strategic
investment for downstream integration in 1996, and, more marginally, Dufry for Richemont.
They are now undoubtedly suffering considerably as a result of these investments, as has
been emphasized above.

The exposure of the various categories to the current crisis obviously has to be qualified,
the pre-Covid market being three times larger in Perfumes and Cosmetics than in Wines
and Spirits or Fashion and Accessories, and even six times larger than in Watchmaking and
Jewelry. But all of these categories are going to have to review their strategy in relation to this
channel.

6.1.3

Recoveries varying in extent depending on the segment

In the medium term, it could be argued that recovery will be slow and varying in extent
depending on the segment:
– Mega cruises will be seriously called into question, particularly as a result of the
overcrowding caused.
– International airports will be severely affected for at least the next 2 years according to
experts and any resumption of activities will be conditional upon bipartite agreements
over the reopening of lines between states.
– Domestic and regional airports are going to take off again more quickly, as already been
seen in mainland China and the US.
– Railway stations, albeit a far smaller market for Luxury Goods overall, contain several
interesting customer pools, such as in Japan. For example, in early August Lagardère
Travel Retail opened its first Pierre Hermé boutique in Tokyo's main train station,
opening marking its entry into Japan.
– DownTown Duty-Free could also rediscover its appeal for customers, especially in certain
Asian locations. This channel is often decried by Luxury brands (feeding the Daigous,
with a harmful price differential compared to stores close to the city center and with
a poorer experience) and is seen as a necessary evil. We have also seen a deterioration
in the quality of the clientèle in this segment: one expert told us that 3 Chinese customers
today resulted in the same turnover as just one 5 years ago. But certain higher-end
destinations could rediscover their appeal, as we will examine in the end of this section.

Whatever the segment, any recovery will be closely tied
to the climate of confidence that needs to be established
by operators.
Nevertheless, whatever the segment, any recovery will be closely tied to the climate of confidence
that needs to be established by operators thanks to new sanitary and inspection rules, including
of course in shopping zones.
All of the players in the air transport industry (airlines, airports, aircraft manufacturers,
operators and regulatory authorities) are working on the safety measures that need to be
carried out before boarding and during a flight in order to restore confidence and accelerate

traffic to recover. Thermal cameras, compulsory masks, safe distances and amended
boarding procedures have started to appear at airports.
Fear and doubt will remain for a while, even though aircraft manufacturers affirm that the air
conditioning on planes is comparable to that of a surgical unit and that the risk of infection
is minuscule.
And the balance between risk management and passenger comfort will be difficult to strike:
having an in-flight meal while wearing a mask, maintaining distances while moving around
on board, managing the toilets… there are many new headaches.
Safety and confidence are therefore be the watchwords upon which any recovery is going to
depend, far more than in other sectors of the Luxury Industry. Whatever happens, one thing is
certain: air travel risks losing a little more of its charm and work will need to be done to limit
this effect.

6.2 The tourist is dead, long live the traveler!
But this crisis is also going to reveal underlying trends in the way people are travelling and
thereby offer certain opportunities for the Luxury Industry.
As far as business travel is concerned, the new ways of collaborating (teleworking,
conference calls on applications of all kinds) are probably going to continue and, coupled
with imperatives to cut costs, result in fewer business trips over the years to come. However,
the need to visit markets and to meet for team-building seminars will certainly see a
resurgence.

We are convinced that the appetite for discovering new
places will persist, but in a different form.
As for leisure tourism, it is going to be radically reinvented. We are convinced that the appetite
for discovering new places will persist, but in a different form. For several years now, the
"experiential Luxury" market has been growing far more rapidly than the "Luxury products"
market, evidence of the aspiration of customers to experience emotions and make discoveries…
and travel is one of the best ways of achieving that. Moreover, without tipping us, like
caricatures, into mundane sobriety, the increased awareness resulting from the current
crisis is going to accelerate the transition from social status tourism to authentic and
responsible tourism.
Under these circumstances, there is a good chance that we will return to the origins of travel:
discovery, dreams, beauty, encounters… It will probably be something we do less often, but it
will certainly be different. It is going to become a less common experience, allowing more time

for reflection to savor all the precious moments and enriching times (including the virtues of
preparation) with fewer people, more time and less pollution. In summary, shifting from
consumption to the understanding of a world which will renew our enchantment with all of the
various traditions and cultures.
Group trips in search of the perfect selfie are not going to disappear entirely, far from it. Yet
it is the emergence of this new type of traveler that is of interest to us for the Luxury Industry.

6.3 Being at the forefront to adapt to these changes
What business impact can we expect from the trends described above? Predictions are a
little dangerous to make, especially on the subject of a channel where the level of uncertainty
is highest. But we can still try to outline a few possible outcomes.

6.3.1 A regional polarization of flows, at least initially
First of all, the renewed aspirations of the traveler looked at above are sooner or later going to
take the form of a true recovery of traffic. However, individual fears and the constraints
imposed by states surrounding the reinstatement of long-haul flights are going to mean that
people will not be able to travel so far, with regional polarization in the coming semesters.
So we will see Chinese, Thai and Singaporean travelers preferring destinations in Asia (South Korea,
Japan, etc.), Europeans tending to explore the Schengen area and Americans favoring Mexico.
Traffic and demand will pick up again but people will initially be travelling shorter distances.
With this in mind, there will certainly be a need to adapt the products and services offered in
anticipation of a significant decline in the proportion of Chinese customers in certain destinations.
The latter were key to the economic viability of a good number of brands in Travel Retail and
accounted for 40% of global expenditure in Travel Retail (vs 11% of flows of international tourist
arrivals according to UNWTO Tourism Highlights, 2018 Edition).

6.3.2 A traditional "trinity" undermined
Today, in the eye of the storm, we can see that each stakeholder is often looking to protect
their own short-term interests, citing - sometimes justified - reasons for negotiating and trying
to avoid having to honor all of their commitments, be they airports, operators or brands.
This is because the crisis has come at a time that was already very tough in terms of
profitability. For 10 years now, airports have seen the earnings from shopping areas as a
vital staging post given the reduction in their margins with airlines (the emergence of low
costs having resulted in considerable pressure being placed on airport tariffs). 40% of an
airport’s resources are thus generated from commercial activities associated with car parks,
car hire and eating places, but mainly from Duty-Free activities, these activities being carried
by Luxury products which account for 36% of the market.

We are seeing a toughening of terms and conditions for
operators with shorter lease terms and higher rates.
As a result, we have seen a severe toughening of terms and conditions for Travel Retail
operators with lease terms falling from 10 to 5 or sometimes even 3 years, and higher rates, up
to 40 or 45% of earnings in Beauty or Wines and Spirits and even 25% on other categories of Luxury
products (Fashion, Watchmaking and Jewelry). Some operators are accepting very tough
terms and conditions to land master leases. There is hence greater time pressure on return
on investment. All of this makes it difficult to make money out of innovative concepts or
concepts that devote part of the floorspace to experience…
A different approach to margins and their distribution is going to become necessary in order to
cleanse the sector. This is because, if the "cost of doing business" remains this high and
traffic decreases significantly for a certain period of time, brands are going to lose interest
in the market. Travel Retail is fundamentally based on density. An airport with very few
passengers is not profitable for anyone and unappealing to the customer. Contract terms and
conditions but also contract types will probably have to be reviewed: the benefits and
limitations of concessions, management contracts and joint ventures need to be measured,
with certain forms allowing the airports, under current circumstances, to be more involved
in managing their retail spaces.

Beyond margin distribution, the question becomes: how
do you grow the overall margin for the sector?
Following the health considerations and short-term focus on preserving cash at the start of
the crisis, it is now advisable to consider the future in terms of contract length, renovation
requirements, etc. But above all, beyond margin distribution, the question becomes: how do you
grow the overall margin for the sector? And that’s where the question of traveler experience
becomes key. It is far from perfect and has not always been optimized in recent years. And
during these times of scarce traffic, the need to work on that experience is becoming urgent,
in order to optimize conversion rates (only 20% of passengers were buying in Travel Retail
before the crisis) and average spend per passenger. This involves dynamic pricing and
promotion mechanisms, better management of customer data in order to improve
understanding of their expectations and personalize their experience, policies on CRM and
digital platforms, as well as improvement in layouts and offer, in terms of products and
services.

This emergency will lead to an unavoidable reshuffling of the deck and the emergence of the
best operators, those who have grasped the expectations of Luxury brands and their
customers, and who are open to new concepts and hybrid models, etc. Consequently, the
shortcomings of operators who have not managed to evolve or modernize will be all the
more striking.

We might therefore see an acceleration in consolidation
benefiting Asian players.
We may thus see an acceleration in the consolidation of the sector, a process which has already
been well under way over the last few years, in favor of the major Asian players in particular primarily Lotte and Shilla in South Korea and the Chinese CDFG who have clearly displayed
their intention to expand. Some commentators even predict a merger between Lagardère
Travel Retail and DFS following Bernard Arnault’s holding acquisition of a stake in Lagardère
Group at the end of May (100 million euros invested in Arnaud Lagardère’s personal holding,
Lagardère Capital & Management, which owns 7.26% of the group bearing his name). The
excellent fit in terms of product categories and countries of operation would make this
merger both plausible and potentially fruitful.
In any case, consolidation of the sector would allow the dominant players to tighten their grip
on the core business (Beauty, Wines and Spirits, Confectionery and Tobacco where gains
are made on volumes and back margins) and to consolidate their power over the Luxury
Industry. To survive, they will need to use their marketing capabilities and their ability to exploit
customer data, increase their critical mass to achieve economies of scale (operating several
categories in the same terminal, including Food & Beverage for example) and redouble their
efforts to improve their brand and service offer.
Lagardère Travel Retail is a good example of this. In terms of services, it offers its best VIPs a
concierge service, in-car reception, private security and three personal lounges (in Shanghai,
Wuhan and Beijing). And in terms of CRM, in China, the "Luxury Boulevard" program attracts
90% of customers and 30% of sales are made to return customers. On this subject of
clienteling, the lockdown has, for them, also been an opportunity to step up a gear: with a
new-found agility, teams have been using their customer databases to generate remote
sales through WeChat & TikTok.

The aim of all of these activities is to manage the relationship with the shopper and to be
able to say to the airport: "These are your passengers, but they are our customers".

The aim is to manage the relationship with the shopper
(...) to say to the airport: "These are your passengers, but
they are our customers".
It is also noted that the best operators and the most robust are strengthening locally – regions
are often monopolized. This encourages Maisons all the more to work on a case-by-case
basis with the best local or regional player rather than developing close ties with just a few
players at global level.
But without descending into wishful thinking in this very tense environment, everyone will ultimately - need to try to collaborate so that all can emerge from the crisis together. For a number
of years now, the airport-operator-brand trinity has been looking in vain for a way out of power
relationships and exhausting rounds of negotiations, so will the crisis perhaps be an
opportunity to open up such a path?
A period of collective reflection by the players concerned (airports, Travel Retail operators,
airlines, tour operators and brands) will certainly be necessary to find coherent solutions to
the fundamental changes in travelers. The trinity will have to refocus on the fourth – and most
crucial – participant: the traveler!
There is no doubt that operators and airports will increasingly need Luxury products to maintain
their margins. But they are also essential to restore their Brand Equity and the products and
services they offer, to create a strong traveler experience, capture the spending power of highend travelers and create and maintain strong ties with their customers. Changi Airport in
Singapore, so often mentioned, is an impressive example and deserves its description as a
"destination in itself". It had the ambition to redefine the Retail experience with unique
attractions, a portfolio of prestigious brands and a very high level of service, particularly at
the recent Jewel Changi Airport which opened in April 2019.

We have seen the key role played by Luxury Maisons in
improving the travel experience.
Over recent years, we have seen the key role played by Luxury Maisons in the process of
improving the travel experience: refining the environment, optimizing the range of products and
services offered and the in-store experience… Airports, even sometimes domestic ones, are

increasingly becoming Luxury shopping malls, "Aerotropolis". And Luxury brands are
becoming the foil for Duty-Free zones and, in fact, the face of the country. The airport by
which people enter and leave a country is a primary witness of the image of that country. In
the current context, we will probably see a strengthening of this role, with a change in how
customers pass through: reorganized systems for queueing, but also creative design solutions
to enhance the impression of space and distancing (light colors, natural light, bright lighting,
space to move around, etc.) and new ways of selling (scanning products, pre-orders,
sometimes even robots, etc.).
Another important point on the subject of collaboration between players relates to data. In the
previous parts of the study we have already described in great detail the major challenges
associated with gathering and especially using data. We will simply mention here a few
aspects specific to Travel Retail: on the one hand, the incredible abundance of data available
on each traveler and, on the other, the complexity associated with security and with the
necessary collaboration between airlines and operators. The task is not a simple one, but the
key is ensuring closer relations, personalized services and maximized sales!
We should highlight one last opportunity for operators (and brands): on-flight transactions which
have now become possible thanks to the increasing provision of good WiFi connections by airlines
with buy (during the flight) & collect (on landing). Today, more than 50% of the world’s longhaul planes offer their passengers an Internet connection. This rate has already reached 90%
in the US, a situation which is likely to be replicated in Europe within the next 2 years. Air
France is a perfect illustration of this trend since its entire fleet should be connected in 2020.
The arrival of on-board connectivity is leading to a radical change in passenger behavior.

In-flight shopping is becoming a new form of on-board
entertainment.
In-flight shopping is gradually emerging and is becoming a new form of on-board
entertainment. Currently accounting for just 5% of the market, this segment could certainly see
rapid growth in the future. We could increasingly be seeing traditional operators on the ground
managing on-board screens, magazines offer, order taking and products delivery on landing.
Certain logistical and legal difficulties will undoubtedly have to be overcome, as will
difficulties once again with the distribution of margins between players to make these
operations viable.

6.3.3 Still a global showcase for Luxury brands… and increasingly through
direct operations
We mentioned above that Travel Retail represented a major source of revenue for the Luxury
sector. Although it is difficult to know exactly how soon this will be the case again, it's fair
to imagine that, after traffic numbers have recovered, the quality of passengers could also rise,
due to traveler’s new aspirations described above.
Once again, the elite are going to be less badly affected by the crisis and will return more
quickly to the jetset lifestyle and to consumption at airports. These wealthier, more
sophisticated travelers would have greater buying potential in Travel Retail and would
represent an opportunity to upgrade services and products offered, focusing on seasonal items
and exclusive local or Travel Retail products.
Beyond that, Travel Retail will remain a global showcase, a key channel in the brand exposure
infrastructure, a vital marketing touchpoint. Many players in the Luxury Industry have told us
that they want to maintain the prominent position of this channel in their presence and
communication infrastructure: at an airport, they can reach out to a - huge, captive and
quite well defined - flow of travelers. And this will promote still further the development of
innovative and experiential concepts (a process that has already begun), exclusive Travel
Retail products, digital devices to attract the attention of the traveler throughout their journey
through the airport, personalized services (engraving, inscription, concierge service, loyalty
program, etc.), but also new ways of selling (as already discussed).

Many players in the Luxury Industry want to maintain the
prominent position of this channel.
This could also be an opportunity for innovative curator multibrand concepts providing
diversity, selection and services, such as TimeVallée in Watchmaking and Galeries Lafayette
in Fashion and Accessories.
But for these opportunities to materialize in the Luxury Industry, both the "hardware" and the
"software" at airports will need to be up to the task, as one expert told us. There is still some
way to go because although we frequently see that terminals are at an appropriate standard
either in terms of their hardware, with impressive, sometimes monumental architecture (as
is often the case in China), or in terms of their software, with a premium and retail-friendly
shopping environment and good flow management (as tends to be the case in Europe), they
rarely combine the two. Few terminals in the world are truly able to meet the demands of Luxury
brands and customers (some players can only name 15 to 25 around the world).

Few terminals in the world are able to meet the demands
of Luxury brands and customers.
It is worth noting the ambitions of Unibail/Westfield, a player that already has a presence in
six major airports in the US and could speed things up with its stated ambition to "rejuvenate
the Travel Retail industry thanks to an attractive value proposition for both brands and
consumers".
There is also the question of the Business Model for brands. The current crisis is going to
accelerate the desire of certain brands to operate directly in order to increase margins and develop
an experience that secures their image and meets the expectations of ever more demanding
customers. Although DFS stands out and is recognized for the quality of its particularly well
trained staff, it has to be said that the average experience in Travel Retail is poor overall, with
weaker communication of the brand values and of the quality of the products. It is therefore
becoming tempting to operate directly.

For some brands, the current crisis is going to accelerate
their desire to operate directly.
Some, like Louis Vuitton for example, adopted this strategy some time ago, whilst other upand-coming Fashion and Accessories or Watchmaking and Jewelry brands may well
accelerate this strategy. The recent participation of LVMH in the annual TFWA exhibition in
Cannes in 2019 is evidence of this: the first Luxury group to actively participate at this large
Travel Retail trade fair to reach out directly to airports. Richemont is also joining this move
towards direct management for some of its Maisons.
Operators have well understood this inevitable move by the big brands to direct operation,
and some (like Heinemann at New Istanbul International Airport) have been quick to lease
mono-brand spaces to certain Maisons within their master lease in order to improve their
image and the quality of their traffic.
However, this retailization of operations is only possible for strong, attractive and established
brands and will still be out of reach for smaller brands or for certain product categories. This is
because operations are complex, expensive, demanding for staff and far from the city center,
with logistical constraints (customs clearance, storage) and very long opening hours (19 or
even 24 hours a day). This model is far less suitable for Beauty - except for a few star brands
- because it results in excessively complex operations given the small average basket size:
stock management, number of SKUs, space required.

New stores, operated directly, are considerably improving the standard of the products and services offered
and the quality of the experience at airports, such as Louis Vuitton at Daxing Airport and SK-II at Changi
Airport.

Just to underline the organizational implications here: if a brand is managing more and more
stores directly in Travel Retail, it will need to adapt its operations, its processes and its
talents. It may be appropriate to work closely with the Retail department with a central
business development team managing negotiations with operators, then an operational part
to be delegated locally and to integrate into the countries P&L, like a channel in its own right.

6.3.4 Once again, salvation will partly be local
We saw in the first chapter of our study that the Luxury Industry is going to need to recapture
local customers. And, in the same way as for downtown stores, Duty Free points of sale will
have to focus on local travelers even more in order to confront the at least temporary downturn in
the numbers of Chinese tourists who were such a godsend. And we mustn’t forget those
accompanying them, a group that is all too often neglected even though they represent a flow
coefficient of 1.5 to 2.5 compared to the flow of passengers and potential customers in precustoms zones.

The opportunity to develop domestic Travel Retail,
at least in mainland China, remains.

Finally, the opportunity to develop domestic Travel Retail, at least in mainland China, will remain
(subject to certain conditions with respect to traffic and Retail environment quality). This is to be
regarded within the overall context of the strong potential of the Chinese internal market
looked at in the first part of our study. A number of operators emphasized to us this trend
which had already begun before the pandemic: a clientèle consisting of business executives
who travel each week and are increasingly younger (one expert told us that the average age of
the domestic Travel Retail customer in China had fallen from 40-45 to 30-32 in 5 years) and
female (the proportion of sales made to women had risen from 30 to 60% over the same
period).
This clientèle is increasingly fond of Luxury products at airports (with notable growth in the
Ready-To-Wear and Shoe categories) when the quality of the products and of the service
(including home delivery) is up to the mark. For operators and brands, this channel offers
the advantages of easier stock management (more open and fluid management in Duty Paid
than in Duty Free with permeabilities with downtown stores) and more flexible financial
conditions with rent more around 10-15% of sales.
These domestic market opportunities also exist, to a lesser extent, in America and particularly in
the US. It is true that there has been less investment in airports recently, and the Luxury
Industry is not well established (apart from in Los Angeles, New York, Miami, Orlando and
Chicago), but the situation is changing with massive modernization programs at MIA (with
5 billion dollars being invested over 15 years) and JFK (13 billion dollars).

The new JFK terminals are going to increase the surface by 400 000 m2 and the handling capacity by 15
million passengers whilst also improving the traveling and shopping experience.

We should also mention as an opportunity the very high-end downtown Duty- Free stores
which are getting by: the magnificent environments of DFS in Hawaii (Waikiki) and Macao
(Four Seasons) are simply waiting for things to recover. In Europe, the Fondaco dei Tedeschi
in Venice and the highly anticipated Samaritaine in Paris are relying on cultural elements and
the historic value of their buildings, key factors in attracting tourists.
But Sanya Island is undoubtedly the best example:

The huge Haitang Bay Duty Free mall of China Duty Free Group.

The Haitang Bay mall of the China Duty Free Group has been hugely successful since it
opened in 2014, becoming one of the leading points of sale in the world in the Beauty category.
After renovations were carried out in December 2019, Estée Lauder opened its largest
global Travel Retail flagship there, and, in January 2019, L’Oréal Paris generated over 120
million social media interactions after launching its impressive pop-up. The trend has been
boosted by authorization given in December 2019 for certain cosmetic brands to be
imported directly rather than having to wait for customs clearance and forwarding from the
continent.
In addition to simplified procedures, this enables retailers to offer the latest new products to
their customers on the island very quickly, a key factor in the success of the Beauty category which
makes between 15 and 20% of its sales on new products in Travel Retail.

Finally, we have seen that Hainan is a particularly popular destination in the current context of
the severe restriction on international flights for Chinese tourists. And, wishing to provide even
greater support to the island’s Duty Free business, which is recovering strongly, the Chinese
authorities had unveiled the Hainan Free Trade Port Development Plan on June 1st. This
significantly increases the duty free opportunities for buyers by raising the annual quota of
purchases from 4,000 to 14,000 dollars (with the option of spending the remainder online
within 180 days of return) and extending the categories covered by Duty-Free.
These measures provide new opportunities to buy Luxury products and Watchmaking and
Jewelry products in particular, with the average basket size increasing. Also, worth noting are
the measures intended to attract international travelers thanks to easier visa-free admission
for 30 days for 59 countries from May onwards.

Many of the major launches by Beauty brands
took place at Haitang Bay in 2019.

And the results have not been slow in coming Hainan’s off-shore Duty Free business
amounted to a record $816 million in July and August, i.e. a 221% increase on last year.
The final thing of note is a particularly inspiring online-to-offline campaign to encourage
engagement through all traveler touch points. In August, Shiseido Travel Retail and CDFG
collaborated on the launch of the ‘Alive with Zero Gravity’ pop-up, dedicated to the new
Vital Perfection range. This included interactive omnichannel content, a 360-marketing
campaign, KOL live-streaming, targeted digital advertising on the Tik-Tok, Mafengwo and
Ctrip platforms and CDFG social media, a photo booth producing animated photos, an
augmented reality experience, exclusive product set, personalized consultations, gaming, a
quiz game, etc. It had it all and the impact was tremendous!
In summary, we are convinced that Travel Retail is going to take off again, perhaps more quickly
than the gloomy pronouncements made by the airlines might suggest.

Chaque segment aura toujours ses défis propres et demandera une adaptation des acteurs :
la difficile rentabilité en aéroports internationaux, le potentiel inégal en domestiques, la
médiocre qualité de l’environnement dans la plupart des downtowns Duty Free asiatiques,
à part quelques exceptions…

Activation “Alive with Zero Gravity Beauty” at Sanya Island,
a partnership between Shiseido-CDFG in August 2020

We are convinced that Travel Retail is going to take off
again, but it will have to be approached differently.
And however quickly it takes off again, it will remain a key channel in terms of revenues and the
exposure of Luxury brands… but it will have to be approached differently. Each segment will
always have its own challenges and will require its players to be adaptable: the difficulties of
maintaining a profitable business at international airports, the unparalleled potential of
domestic airports and, apart from a few exceptions, the mediocre quality of the environment
in most downtown Duty-Free stores in Asia…
It is true that there are going to be more constraints, with selective opening times, physical
distancing, new sanitary rules as well as tight margins, initially regionalized flows and new
customer demands.
Under coercion, the best initiatives can emerge: the likely consolidation of operators and an
awareness of the changes that have to be made, the focus to be placed on each player’s added
value and know-how, in terms of products, brands, categories, services, exclusive offers and
experiential content, are going to cleanse the market. This is likely to enable everyone to leave
the traditional trinity in order to concentrate on the vital fourth player, the end customer.

7/
Wines and Spirits:
"Cheers to consumers!"

7.1 An atypical market in the Luxury Industry

This market is the very expression of the mastery of
nature and time.
A particular feature of the Luxury Wines and Spirits market is that it is the very expression of the
mastery of nature and time. Originating from often age-old Maisons, its products are the
epilogue to a story with many chapters dating back decades in the noblest cases. In the
great arena of the Luxury Industry, this market is probably the one where the long
relationship with time is most present, unlike a sector like Fashion.
In the face of environmental challenges - a threat that is probably even more severe than
Covid-19 because it directly affects the producers’ most precious asset - the market has
remained resilient and innovative. In this context, will the Covid-19 episode, which will
continue to affect the economy for the next 12, 24 or 36 months, not merely be an
epiphenomenon here?

To end this preface on a lighter note and in the words of one of our customers of a Wines
and Spirits Maison: "you have a drink when things go well, and you have a drink when things
go badly too!" So, can this sector pull off the trick of being both cyclical and counter-cyclical?
Let’s quickly break the suspense. It is highly likely that our answers to these questions will
lean more towards ‘no’ than ‘yes’. And for two reasons:
– The sector is suffering a crisis of unprecedented extremity and size.
– Overall, the sector needs to change profoundly, especially in terms of its distribution and
its relationship with consumers, major challenges for the Luxury Industry over the
coming decades. This movement, which had already begun pre-Covid-19, could and
should take advantage of the reconstruction post-Covid-19 to take hold, develop and
accelerate.
We should stress at the outset that we are and will be talking here about the Luxury market
for Wines and Spirits. This market, which is worth about 80 billion euros, represents 10% of
the Wines and Spirits market.

7.1.1 A distribution network of unparalleled density
How many Luxury brands can claim to be sold in tens of thousands of points of sale in all
four corners of the world?
Luxury Wines and Spirits are distributed to end consumers, essentially Wholesale, in two
forms:
– "Off Trade": specialist retailers, hypermarkets, department stores and Travel Retail
where alcohol is bought for home consumption.
– "On Trade": restaurants, bars, clubs and hotels where alcohol is consumed on site.
These two forms of distribution provide an incredibly dense network for players in the Wines
and Spirits industry and offer clear advantages. But this network has sometimes also
become a handicap in certain aspects:
– Controlling brand image (visual merchandising, discourse, price, etc.).
– The difficulty of offering your own distribution (who would travel across Paris to buy a
bottle of Champagne at one of the brand’s flagship stores if they could find that same
bottle in 5 stores within 100 meters of their home?).
– The difficulty of gaining a foothold in e-commerce (the same logic applying as in the
previous point).

This network has, over time, become a kind of gilded
prison which destroys most of the DTC ambitions of
players in the sector.
This network has, over time, become a kind of gilded prison which destroys most of the
"Direct-To-Consumer" ambitions of players in the sector – at least in its most obvious form.

7.1.2 A segment cut off from the consumer and highly regulated
The Wholesale Business Model built on this distribution network cuts the Wines and Spirits
segment off from its end consumers. We are not talking here about knowing the profile of its
consumers (a good study or marketing intelligence can tell you that), but about the identity
of its consumers. At a time when CRM ("Customer Relationship Management"), CEM
("Customer Experience Management") and Big Data are becoming key issues in the Luxury
Industry, this lack of customer data is a real handicap.
Even so, we should note that being in Wholesale is not in itself fatal when it comes to
gathering customer data: certain segments which are largely also Wholesale such as Beauty
and Watchmaking implemented initiatives intended to gather customer data many years
ago. Other Wines and Spirits Maisons are beginning to turn the corner here and these
exceptions should become the norm in the medium term.
The regulations on alcohol add further complexity to the Wines and Spirits segment, and
considerable complexity at that. The volume of regulations is enormous:
–
–
–
–
–

Regulations on the minimum legal age of sale and consumption.
Regulations on communication.
Regulations on distribution channels.
Regulations on indications of origin, yields and even on production techniques.
Regulations on tax (customs duties, VAT, specific charges, etc.).

If we are to add the major differences that exist between countries (and between States in
the same country) and the constant changes to the regulations, it is clear that any attempt
to devise a uniform global strategy will be dashed upon the rocks of specific local regulation.

Any attempt to devise a uniform global strategy will be
dashed upon the rocks of specific local regulation.

7.1.3 Eco-dependent production capped in terms of its volumes
To stick to the wine metaphor, vines do not reach up to the sky. For the majority of players
in the Luxury Wines and Spirits Industry, an increase in volumes cannot be achieved simply
by adding a production line or recruiting talented people.
This increase, which is already dependent on what nature has produced and what the regulator
has allowed to be harvested, is also limited by the geographical boundaries of the approved winegrowing area. Add to this the constraints of time (months, years or even decades depending
on the category of product) and it is quite clear that managing volumes is key to the strategy
of any Maison.
When we talk about a limit on volumes, we also mean the need for growth through prices; and
even though the Luxury Industry can claim to have very positive price elasticity - as can be
seen from the increases by Chanel and Louis Vuitton in May - the elastic is nevertheless not
unbreakable. A policy of overly aggressive and overly regular price rises may mean you lose
some consumers, especially if you have not done the hard work in ensuring the desirability of
the brand or product.
Champagne is a good example of the equation set:
– The CIVC (Comité Interprofessionnel du Vin de Champagne) determines the
boundaries of the local Champagne area (and it goes without saying that it is not
logical to move the boundaries).
– Each year, the CIVC determines the maximum yield produced by the vine (in kg per
hectare).
– The CIVC sets certain minimum periods in the production process (for example, at
least 15 months have to pass between drawing off and shipment, 12 of which have
to be on the lees. This period is increased to 3 years for vintages).
– Players have generally increased their sale prices regularly, temporarily creating a gap
into which competing categories have flooded (Prosecco and other sparkling wines).

When it comes to the challenge of sustainable
development, (...) the Wines and Spirits segment
has by far the most to lose here.
Even though the credo of sustainable development has become an important issue for the Luxury
Industry, it has to be acknowledged that the Wines and Spirits segment is the segment that has
by far the most to lose here. Damaging the natural environment would be tantamount to
sawing through the base of the vine on which they rely. What would happen in the

Champagne region if temperatures rose above 30 degrees every day from May to
September and there was not a drop of rain? What would happen in the Gironde region if
sea levels rose by a meter? Without indulging in climate change doom-mongering, it seems
that these scenarios (and especially the first) are no longer mere science fiction.
Beyond speculation about the future, this eco-dependence can already be seen in the
current vicissitudes and caprices of nature. Every year, nature is a major factor in determining
the quantity and quality of production. A year of erratic climatic conditions will not change the
quality of the Hermès Birkin, the Cartier Love bracelet or even the delectable Chanel N°5
perfume. However, a year of erratic climatic conditions resulting in production of moderate
quality will mean that a Dom Pérignon will not produce a vintage and will cause serious
problems to most cellar masters.

7.1.4 Strong local features
Some will say that all categories in the Luxury Industry have their own particular local
features. It is true that Fashion Maisons would probably not sell the same cut of jacket to an
American as they would to a European, and that Watchmaking Maisons would probably not
sell the same diameter of watch to someone from the Middle East as they would to someone
from China.
But, when it comes to the Wines and Spirits segment, we are talking about major differences;
key categories may be leaders in certain parts of the world but entirely absent in other large regions.
The Champagne and Prestige Cognacs markets are two very good illustrations:
Champagne is strong in Europe but more or less absent in China; Prestige Cognac is very
strong in China but more or less nonexistent in the European market.
These particular local features add complexity when strategies need to be developed and
add a further risk profile to the sector.

7.1.5 Once again, the culture is not highly digitized
The Wines and Spirits market has been rather slow to embrace digital compared to other
sectors of the Luxury Industry (sectors which are frankly not that advanced themselves
compared to other consumption industries). The situation is pretty much the same where
digital is relied upon as a means of communication or a sales channel (e-commerce).
– As far as communication is concerned, we suggest entering 4 letters into Instagram:
L,V,M,H. Louis Vuitton 38m followers, Moët & Chandon 0.6m followers and Hennessy
0.6m followers. If you think this demonstration is a little on the brief side, here are a
few other figures: Dom Pérignon 0.6m, Guerlain 1.2m, Loewe 2.1m, Céline 2.3m,
Audemars Piguet 2.2m, Tag Heuer 2.4m, Hublot 4.8m, Bulgari 8.8m, Fenty Beauty
9.8m and Sephora 20m.

– E-commerce represents only a small proportion of the sector. Apart from a few exceptions,
such as France and the US where the proportion of e-commerce was over 10% in
2018 according to the IWSR, the other markets have not broken the 6% barrier. This
poor penetration of e-commerce is down to the difficulty of competing against the
incredible density of the physical distribution network, to the fact that people are
looking for personalized advice from specialist cellar masters and to the severe
regulatory constraints (especially in the US).

4 letters (L, V, M, H) entered on Instagram: Louis Vuitton
38m followers, Moët & Chandon 0.6m followers &
Hennessy 0.6m followers.
7.2 Wines and Spirits in the Covid-19 crisis
As we said in the preface, the current crisis is of an extremity and size that is unprecedented
for this market. The lockdown and the almost complete stoppage of "On Trade" and Travel
Retail mean that producers of Wines and Spirits are fearing the worst.
Recent statements by the major Groups have generally been fatalistic even though most believe
they are equipped to weather the storm.
– At the end of February, Diageo estimated that the impact of the epidemic on its
turnover for 2019/20 would be between 225 and 325 million pounds (the financial
year, from July 2019 to June 2020, suffered the impact of Covid-19 for 6 months),
that is to say about 5% over the period from January to June 2020. The Group
reviewed its position on April 9th, cancelling its annual turnover and operating profit
guidance given the extent of the uncertainty.
– In April 2020, Alexandre Ricard, Chairman and CEO of the Pernod Ricard Group,
confirmed the prospect of an internal decline in operating profit by about 20% for the
2019/20 financial year (July 2019-June 2020: that is to say 6 months suffering the
impact of Covid-19).

It is a particularly appropriate time for Luxury Wines and
Spirits Maisons to initiate a key shift: moving closer to
the consumer.

As has been said by numerous observers, this could quite rightly be called a "lost year". Even if
the lockdown and the peak of the epidemic seem to be more or less behind us, "On Trade"
has barely picked up again in some countries and Travel Retail is in danger of remaining
sluggish for several months at best.
If we have to ‘lose’ a year from a financial point of view, then we might as well try to gain 10 years
from a strategic point of view. We think that it is a particularly appropriate time for Luxury Wines
and Spirits Maisons to initiate a key shift: moving closer to the consumer. To build a closer
rapport with consumers, we believe they have to speed up in three major strategic areas:
– Over-investing in brands wherever they are strong.
– Encouraging the emergence of virtuous e-commerce.
– Meeting the challenge of premiumization.

7.2.1 Over-investing in brands wherever they are strong
In times of crisis, consumers fall back on safe bets. Frugality, essentialism, quality over quantity,
a desire to choose the best; this cyclical trend could become structural because the same
behaviors apply among critics of overconsumption (who are increasing in number,
particularly among the younger generations).

It is and will be essential to have built an identity and
well-established brand values that are perceived as such
by consumers.
This is a good omen for iconic brands, but it also means that it is and will be essential to have
built an identity and well-established brand values that are perceived as such by consumers.
We broadly discussed how important it was for all Luxury Maisons to clarify and express
their raison d’être (Brand Purpose) in the first part of our study. Wines and Spirits are no
exception, quite the opposite.
To shine even more brightly, three bases for development need to be considered:
– Becoming a true "Social Brand".
– Moving from “storytelling” to “storyliving” through physical space.
– Contemplating a strategy of diversification for certain brands.

//// Becoming a true "Social Brand"
As a result of the lockdown, the digital
maturity of consumers has rocketed: Virtual
drinks and challenges of all kinds are
testament to this. As far as advertisers are
concerned, online notoriety has more than
ever become a driver of sales. In the world
of Wines and Spirits, numerous training
courses led by sommeliers or influencers
acting on behalf of an approved winegrowing area or a Maison have flourished.
Master classes, virtual tours, online testing
or cookery classes have been an excellent
way of generating online purchases. In
China, KOLs ("Key Opinion Leaders") and
KOCs ("Key Opinion Consumers") making
money out of Live Streaming have boomed,
offering an extremely competitive way of
reaching out to customers. The Moët &
Chandon campaign illustrated below and
featuring a Chinese chef based in
Switzerland, generated over 45,000 "likes"
and more than a hundred thousand views
on its own.
Social Media has, more than ever, taken
center stage, but it faces two key challenges:
finding an appropriate place for brands in the
daily lives of consumers, and putting social ties
at the heart of online activities. The top-down approach to the communication of brands has
been enriched by communication that is more inclusive and more interactive. Rather than
being the latest trend, we need to see this as being the result of a new way of thinking. The
time has come to exploit the full creative potential of the platforms.

It is imperative for the strong Wines and Spirits brands to
take control of their content strategy.
It is imperative for the strong Wines and Spirits brands to take control of their content strategy and
to acquire the best possible skills in the subject. In the Fashion and Beauty industries, brands

have long been part of the assault from social networks, devoting up to 50% of their
communication budgets to this area. You are often far removed from this in the world of
Wines and Spirits.
L’Oréal is an inspiring example. The Group has developed a "Digital Services Factory" which
is available to all of its brands and offers advanced audiovisual capability and the creation
of adaptable social content, with a high level of customization for each type of user and
each country.
It is also necessary for Marketing departments to be rethought so that they can be turned into
digital weapons. The time has certainly passed when their role was confined to achieving
Brand Equity objectives and to managing communication campaigns. They now have to
help to promote growth through a complete mastery of the new customs.
Mastering digital marketing and the resources that the strong Wines and Spirits brands
devote to it will be crucial in getting ahead in the race to seduce consumers.

//// From “storytelling” to “storyliving” through physical space
For a number of years now, consumers have been wanting tangible experiences and proof
of authenticity. The increase in the power of Craft - a societal movement which supports
locally made products, in response to globalized products - is one of the primary
expressions of this.

The physical space is (once again) going to become
fundamental to bringing the human and cultural
dimension of Maisons to life.
Once the (health) confidence of consumers has been restored, the physical space is (once again)
going to become fundamental to bringing the human and cultural dimension of Maisons to life.
In all points of contact with the end consumer, the physical space is a true marker of a Luxury
Maison. The only truly multi-sensory marker for a category which lends itself perfectly to it. Strong
Wines and Spirits brands also have to offer an embodied and personified relationship to
their consumers who are looking for meaning, value and experiences, but also personalized
services and exclusive products.
The physical space of a Wines and Spirits brand is, more than anything else, its place of
production, its Domain. Whether it is home to a Château, a Chai, a Distillery or a Hacienda,
it embodies a history, expertise, a tasting ceremony and an offer of unique encounters.

The primary challenge is to turn these cradles into major centers projecting their image around the
world.

The primary challenge is to turn these cradles into major
centers projecting their image around the world.
The main difficulty lies in the fact that these Domains, which are often within the confines of
a specific region, are sometimes hard to access. And when a "Happy Few" make the journey,
the experience would on occasion be worth rethinking to make it more identity-based,
distinctive and in line with the standards of the Luxury Sector.
Visits would benefit from being seen as a key moment in the relationship and not as an isolated
episode unrelated to the visitor’s future purchase experiences. The example of wineries in
Napa Valley which, from their visitor center, have grown direct sales to their local customers
by creating membership clubs, is inspiring.
For the vast majority of consumers who will not make the journey, a way will need to be
found to share the experience and integrate the fundamental place of these Domains in the
customer experience. So how can it be done? By harnessing mass digitalization of the
consumer relationship and by jointly developing local staging post experiences and CRM
programs with the best partner distributors.
Beyond these Domains, other types of physical space should of course also be explored,
be they exclusively "Off-Trade", "On-Trade" or hybrids. We are already seeing pop-ups,
tasting bars and even a few permanent stores flourishing in the world of Wines and Spirits.
These concepts offer strong brands a great opportunity to create identity-based spaces
commensurate with their desirability and their power, to express what they are offering more
effectively and to give them the chance to attract consumers and profoundly reinvent their vision
of the consumer experience.
For those Groups with a portfolio of brands in the same category, physical space may, here
too, prove to be an excellent lever for educating consumers, enabling them to feel the difference
and thereby facilitating market penetration. This could, for example, help brands of
Champagne that are not widely consumed in China.
Coupled with a powerful marketing strategy (particularly over social networks), all of these
unique and proprietary concepts will also enable a halo effect to be generated across the
entire distribution network, thus creating a win-win situation.
The path is of course strewn with pitfalls: the right concept needs to be found, as does the
right Business Model and the right deployment strategy within the network of existing

retailers, and all of the skills and resources required to ensure that the experience is a good
one need to be acquired.

Given the substantial investment required (for these
physical spaces), it is essential that they be designed to
be true sounding boards.
Given the substantial investment, the reliable partners and the very specific skills required for
these initiatives, it is essential that they be designed to be true sounding boards. The approach
will therefore have to be holistic and integrate the new Direct-To-Consumer concepts and the
Wholesale environment into the same ecosystem.

//// Did you say diversification?
The limitation on volumes and a sometimes-strained commercial environment prompt other
thoughts about possible drivers of growth. The use of product diversification strategies is
tempting. The high-end Wines and Spirits segment does not have a monopoly.

A Wines and Spirits brand is only a step away from a
lifestyle brand that extols a way of living!
A Wines and Spirits brand is ultimately only a step away from a lifestyle brand that extols a
way of living! So let’s go!
There are various reasons for doing so:
– Preparing for the future in a context where there are serious risks threatening Wines
and Spirits production capacity.
– Developing a fantasy around the product and assuring customers of its high-end
position in a fiercely competitive market or a market that is sometimes misunderstood
by consumers.
– Supporting a vision, an ambition which goes well beyond the world of Wines and Spirits
to extol a way of living.
After all, extending product categories is common practice in the Luxury Industry. An increasing
proportion of the activities of Maisons are now based on products other than those
stemming from their original business. Hermès nowadays operates in thirteen different lines,
from its original Saddlery, to Textiles, the Home and now Cosmetics. Louis Vuitton has not
been outdone and Gucci has no lessons to learn on the subject either.

Nevertheless, the growth prospects driving this strategy must not conceal the difficulty of
the task. We know that, during the diversification process, some Luxury brands have been
literally diluted and then lost because they have been unable to protect their distinguishing
features. This is the challenge: strengthening the economic value of the brand whilst sustaining
its raison d’être.

The example here is Clase Azul, a Luxury Tequila Maison
Driven by humanist values and trying to encapsulate the heart and soul of Mexican culture, it is by elevating
craftsmanship, like hand-painted ceramic, that the company becomes more diversified.

During the diversification process, some brands have
been diluted and then lost.
In these high-wire acts, experience has shown that, in the Luxury Industry more than
anywhere else, the success of such a strategy depends on several factors:

– The new product category envisaged has to tally perfectly with the "why" of the brand,
with its raison d’être. Consistency is the cornerstone of the Luxury Industry. "This
brand helps make women beautiful, it makes clothing, and it can therefore do makeup".
– The new product offered has to be positioned at the same level as the core business and
the quality of execution has to be exemplary. "If this brand makes the most technically
advanced, best designed and most expensive vacuum cleaners around, the same
should be the case if it develops hairdryers".
– The functional proximity of the product territories is a guarantee of more rapid
appropriation by customers. "This brand makes leather shoes, so it will know how to
make belts".

The new product offered has to sustain the brand. Not the
other way round.
– The new product offered has to "sustain" the brand. Not the other way round. When
Courrèges puts its name on a bottle of water, it is the brand that sells the bottle, not
the product. Do this 300 times and you will be telling the story of Pierre Cardin and its
devastating licenses.
– There is a particular relationship to time in the Luxury Industry. It often takes several
years to establish a new product, to have it fully accepted by customers.
– One of the golden rules in the Luxury Industry is that you need to control the style and
the quality. This means that it is vital to control and even integrate value creation, from
conception to commercialization if possible. If this cannot be achieved (for technical
or financial reasons), the choice of partner has to be strategic so as not to lose your
soul in the conquest of new areas of business.
– A financial equation which fully integrates all of the parameters of the chosen
diversification, and particularly the time needed to establish it.
Preparing for the future by changing from a Luxury Wines and Spirits Maison to a Luxury
Maison? This is not for everyone, but in such uncertain times, it may be useful to explore it
now. The road will be long, but the relationship to time of the major Wines and Spirits
Maisons is already a lesson in humility.

7.2.2 Encouraging the emergence of virtuous e-commerce
What was unthinkable just a few weeks ago is now a reality: seeing the long lines of
consumers waiting outside the recently reopened alcohol stores, several Indian States have
acknowledged that e-commerce would be good for public health. The opening of this

channel in one of the world’s largest markets for Wines and Spirits clearly illustrates the
major change that is taking place.
The US distribution market is governed by the "Three Tier system". This rule requires products
to pass through the hands of three agents, the producer/importer, the distributor and the
retailer, to get from the vineyard to the end consumer. The law is different from one State to
another. It is a considerable barrier to the growth of e-commerce. The lockdown has forced
local governments and industry to find creative solutions to supply consumers safely.
Even if the logistics have not always been able to back it up, e-commerce has become the
default method of supply for consumers who have become "tech savvy" and it has "saved"
global consumption.

//// Supporting the efforts of traditional retailers who are moving online
To maximize your impact in e-commerce, you have to start by improving your online visibility
within your network and try to act in collaboration with your partners. With Covid-19, we are
witnessing a repositioning of numerous retailers to this sales channel coupled with a real desire
to strengthen online operations. Maisons will have to embrace this move by supporting,
promoting and sometimes jointly financing these initiatives.
Take the example of Bacardi which had already initiated the establishment of B2B
partnerships with certain cellar masters and grocery store applications. The brand saw its
online sales triple within a few weeks during the crisis.

//// Capitalizing on platforms and applications that are booming

Brands have to find ways of collaborating more closely
with emerging platforms.
Brands have to find ways of collaborating more closely with emerging platforms, like the
collaboration between Heineken and Deliveroo in the UK.
Since its creation in 2012, the e-commerce platform Drizly, known as "the Amazon of
alcohol", has made a huge contribution to the growth of e-commerce in North America. In
mid-March 2020, Drizly reported growth 3.5 times greater than at the beginning of 2020.
There are numerous platforms and applications that are worth exploring including UberEATS,
DoorDash, JustEat or Boxed, and ele.me or Meituan-Dianping in China.
Another advantage, and no less significant (particularly for the American market), is that, as
these companies are not referenced as approved retailers but as technology companies, it is

easier for a producer of Wines and Spirits to invest in them and promote its brands through
them.
Finding a way of more effectively linking the purchase of Wines and Spirits to a restaurant or to a
delivery service online could offer opportunities for further growth and new consumer experiences.

//// So, what strategy should be adopted on Amazon?
It was only a matter of time before Amazon found a way of getting involved in this industry.
In October 2019, the giant unveiled Tovess, its first brand of spirits dedicated to "expertly
distilled spirits crafted to the highest quality standards", to use its own words.
The ability of the retailer to gather and analyze large quantities of data from its platform gives
it a powerful tool for product development. High-end products are also its foremost concern,
as evidenced by it capturing the first rights to market the Johnnie Walker / Game of Thrones
White Walker edition or to release exclusively on its platform the Bowmore 19-Year-Old
limited edition from the celebrated Islay distillery.

Wherever local retailers take the time to develop their
online sales, Amazon will gain a new market share.
In the present crisis, its ultra-efficient and responsive logistical expertise and the introduction
of contactless guaranteed delivery are proving to be tremendous advantages. Wherever local
retailers take the time to develop their online sales, Amazon will gain a new market share.
The time has therefore arrived for Wines and Spirits Groups to (re)consider it as a key element in
their strategic thinking as far as ecommerce is concerned.
The idea here is of course not to "hand over the keys of the e-commerce juggernaut" to
Amazon, but rather to begin a process of reflection which may touch upon product range, pricing,
communication or co-creation, for example.

//// Accelerating direct sales

The ultimate goal is always the same, to reach the end
consumer.
The ultimate goal is always the same, to reach the end consumer. Numerous possibilities can be
envisaged: commercial sites dedicated to a single brand, to one category, at Group level.
In 2017, LVMH launched Clos 19, a new entity dedicated to e-commerce in Wines and Spirits.
At the beginning of August 2018, the Spanish press reported the purchase by Pernod

Ricard of the platform Uvinum, a specialist in alcohol distribution. These large Groups, having
got the hang of acquiring Houses, Distilleries, Châteaux and Domains, are starting to focus
their attention - and with good reason - further down the value chain.
There are numerous advantages in doing so: developing a new sales channel, increasing
the visibility of the brand portfolio, recruiting good prospects, developing a well-managed
consumer experience, gathering consumer data to help achieve commercial and marketing
objectives, and monitoring the competition and consumption trends as a lever for
negotiation over distribution.
But this verticalization, as attractive as it is, presents real challenges:
– Technical challenges, because a good number of these marketing models contain a
significant technological element.
– Logistical challenges, logistics being the cornerstone of an effective e-commerce
ecosystem.
– Human challenges, because skills in e-commerce are extremely specific and are
currently not widespread among Maisons.
– Financial challenges, as even the largest Maisons who are leading in e-commerce in
the Luxury Industry have not yet demonstrated the profitability (and hence viability) of
the economic model (Farfetch, YNAP).
– Cultural challenges, because it is a Direct-To-Consumer approach that has to be
introduced in organizations which only have a distant and assumed view of the end
customer.
What is highly likely, on the other hand, is that, in the end, the market for the sale of Wines and
Spirits online will place great emphasis on the most reliable players, those that have demonstrated
their ability:
– To provide it with a broad base of regular customers.
– To create strong and efficient multichannel logistics.

But make no mistake. E-commerce is no picnic,
nor is it a land of milk and honey.
But make no mistake. E-commerce is no picnic, nor is it a land of milk and honey. The cost of
customer recruitment is high, complex and uncertain; logistical costs are a major part of any
investment.
This has to act as an important filter in the analysis given the level of investment and the
challenges in terms of transformation which this channel represents.

Then, if the resources are able to match the ambition, rethinking governance, the internal
organization of structures and partner relationships will be indispensable steps in bringing about
this change.

7.2.3 Meeting the challenge of premiumization
When your volumes are capped (as is often the case with Appellation Contrôlée or high-end
products), if you want to increase your turnover and your profitability, it is tempting to play
around with the price.
Besides, it is well known that price elasticity is considerable in the Luxury Industry!
Nevertheless, you have to be careful because, once again, the market for Wines and Spirits
is more complex than these maxims suggest.

//// Premiumizing ≠ Increasing prices
A distinction needs to be made between increasing prices and premiumization, these being
two quite different concepts which are especially contrasting in terms of their consequences.
– Increasing prices involves regularly putting up the sale price of the same product.
– Premiumization involves raising its ecosystem (the product and its service) in order to
offer a product at a higher price.
We get the impression that, historically, the sector has played the price increase card more
than it has the premiumization card. A strategy of increasing prices may be sustainable over
the short term, but it is often painful (and difficult to reverse) over the medium term. We
could use Milton Friedman’s famous phrase relating to inflation which is particularly apt for
the circumstances in this sector: "Inflation is just like alcoholism. When you start drinking, the
good effects come first. The bad effects only come later".
In the Wines and Spirits sector, continually increasing prices potentially causes two gaps to
open up:
– You cut yourself off from your consumer by exceeding psychological price thresholds.
– You open the door to competitors (within the same segment or from other segments)
who may capture your customers as a result of more attractive price positioning.
Certain Champagne Maisons are currently suffering from this first point, whilst the entire
category is currently suffering from this second point with the rise in power of Prosecco and
other sparkling wines.

The premiumization movement must be considered
as a whole.

The premiumization movement must be considered as a whole, in other words in terms of
the ability of the brand to develop as a single entity. Products, communication, distribution
and services have to be rethought and raised. And this raising has to be seen and
understood by the consumer.
It is a complicated, sometimes perilous exercise. It has to be thought out and managed
extremely carefully. More often than not, it forms part of a fairly long-term strategy. It has to
be supported by the whole of the organization and be perfectly understood by all of the partners in
the distribution value chain.

//// The temptation to develop the Prestige segment
There is another possible route to growth: development of the Prestige segment. This option
offers several advantages such as creating value with limited volumes and, in turn, creating
value with a limited number of customers (who are therefore easier to speak to and to deal
with individually).
Given the rapid increase in wealth and the rise in power of HNWIs ("High-Net- Worth
Individuals") over the last 10 years, Luxury Maisons have identified them as a key strategic
target, multiplying the numbers of customization offers and special or tailored designs and
the development of the ultra-Luxury customer experience.
In our view, the strategic ambition focusing on these consumers faces two main challenges:
– Identifying and recruiting these private clients.
– Providing an Über-Luxury experience.
At present, these exceptional products are mostly sold through specialist retailers and ecommerce. But achieving this objective will require a far more extensive ecosystem to be
established.
– It will rely, more than anything else, on accessing a portfolio of exclusive products capped
in terms of their volumes. This may require some to investigate the possibility of
making other acquisitions to expand their portfolio.
– The products offered must then be constantly promoted and featured at strategic events
where HNWIs congregate, such as art and design fairs or exclusive holiday
destinations.
– “Grands Vendeurs” or "Private Client Directors" are key players when it comes to
identifying and recruiting these customers. As experts, they are also capable of
entering into the lives of their customers, expanding their circle of acquaintances and
becoming indispensable in their eyes.

– Finally, it is essential to be able to receive these customers in places that can be turned
into private sanctuaries, like the Audemars Piguet "Maisons" in the major cities, or Moët
Hennessy’s "Appartement Privé" in Paris.

If one does not exist already, the special treatment
reserved for these customers will require a dedicated
team to be set up.
Finally, if one does not exist already, the special treatment reserved for these customers will
require a dedicated team to be set up. MAD is convinced that only a dedicated team can
be relied upon to support the effective development of the experience, dealing transversely
with the various operational teams and providing them with the link to, knowledge of and
aftercare for customers that they sometimes currently lack.

Conclusion
In the face of this shockwave, we are certain that the sector will bounce back. Wines and Spirits
Maisons are used to navigating stormy seas and staying the course. Their strategies are
very often longer term rather than shorter term.
The Covid-19 challenge is unprecedented, so will the Luxury Wines and Spirits sector use
this episode to get closer to consumers by adapting its approach to Brand Equity,
distribution and organization or will it stick to the comfort of its current model?
Change - indeed reinvention - takes courage, patience and self-sacrifice: all inherent
qualities of the Wines and Spirits segment. Change now, voluntarily and with a proactive
mindset, or change later, at a forced march and with a defensive mindset.
It is easy to see where we stand on this. As Victor Hugo said in Ruy Blas: “And in the midst
of the storm and the noise, greater clarity returns...”.

